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An Open Source alternative to proprietary Sequencers/Synthesizers commonly used by musicians
Beast Synthesis/Sequencer engine BSE

- OSS
- SFI
- ALSA
- BSE
- LADSPA
- MCOP
- aRts
- KDE2+3
- Phonon
- KDE4
- PortAudio
- libsyndey
- LV2
- JACK/PulseAudio
BEAST Challenges

➲ Community
- Port to Windows and Mac OS X
- New Drupal (CMS) based website (Wiki/Forum)
- Bugzilla / IRC / Mailing List

➲ Collaboration
- Open Git Repository => Plugins / Scripts / Drivers

➲ Content
- Instruments / Samples (FreeRompler) / Music
Web Site

- beast.gtk.org
  - News (see also Blogs: RamboKit, Stw)
  - Wiki
  - Bugtracker
  - Mailing List
  - Songs
  - Documentation
  - IRC Channel
  - Downloads